THANK YOU
DONORS
OCTOBER 1, 2022 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2023

CHANGING LIVES ANNUAL CAMPAIGN
$1,000 OR MORE
Mary Britt Turner
Jelanie Bush
Jack and Mary Butterick
Janet and Jim Comerford
Rob Davidson
Mary Doering
Dr. J. Clyde and Marcia Grimes Spencer
Jake Kraley and Kelly Wagenmaker
Latimer/Tiernan Family Charitable Fund
George Purvis
Barbara K. Veenstra
Jane Vitek
Nelson and Mary Smith Wilner
Anonymous (2)

UP TO $999
Kate and Robert Aeschlimann
Anthony and Michelle Agosta
Mindy Arbaugh and Stuart Hirschman
Andrew Atkins
Mary Beane
Craig and Janet Beebe
Anna Bergen
Pamela Borquez
Chris and Mary Boven
Julie Burwell
Melissa and Doug Cash
Danielle Johnson
Pat Johnston and Ted Buxton
Jami Jones
Tess Joosse
Sara Kerai
Courtney Kerry and Max Courtney
Beth and Greg Kilkenny
Amanda Kill
Alison Klocker
Regina Koehler
Douglas Kohlbeck
Andrea Kovach
Scott Kraai
Pam Labadie
Allen and Rita LaReau
Valerie Levan
Michelle Long Lloyd
Hillary Loomis-King
Jim Lorence
Tara Masengale
Azia and Ryan Mason
Gigi Mathews
Karol and Zachary Maurer
Lynn D. and John Metz
Amy Miller
Annie Monroe
Melissa Morse
Kim Nagorski
Rebecca Natalie
Kristen Nickson
Andi Nitzkin
Christine Osterink
Chad Pardo
Leslie, William, and Molly Piels
Michelle Poeppelmeier
Gary Popovits
Allen Porter
Linda Purdy and Susan Marks
Mark Regal
Clare Reynolds
Aaron B. Riker
Tashia Rivard
John and Gail Roberts
Mark Roof
Patrick Roscoe
Robert and Kirie Roth
Caroline Ruddell
Alexa and Jay Schwab
Darcy and Frederick Scott
Meggan Shonts
Bruce and Katherine Shurtz
Joan Silar
Sunny Sjaarda
Erik Sowerby
Liz Stelson
Theresa Stevenson
Chris Stone
Sue and Jeffrey Swain
Brooke Tanner
Katherine Thompson
Colleen Tierney
Mary Beth Tourre
Jean Turner
Olivia Tyrrell
Jenny Vanacker
Julie Vaneenenaam
Monica Vargas
Julie and Tom Waite
Carol Ward
Manda and Eric Weaver
Claire Weinstein
Steve and Anne Wessling
Susan Whittier
Dawn Williams
Heather Williams
Krystal Wiseman
Jason Witler
Sara Young
Mihaela Zahariu

IN-KIND GIFTS
Brenda and Steve Bonter
Consort Display Group
Cronk Ace Hardware and Lumber Center
HO Sports
Ruth Knoll
Nancy and John Norden
Mrs. Elizabeth Peterson
Rosenberg True Value Hardware
Jennifer and Matthew Selwa
Jamie Wasilchenko
UNIT IMPROVEMENT
Mindy Arbaugh and Stuart Hirschman
Susan Barthold
Sue Bryant
Katherine and Bill Burnard
Julie Burwell
Jelanie Bush
Cristina Cobian
Cronk Ace Hardware and Lumber Center
Jessica and Chris Daly
Jalisa and Michael Danhof
Felicia Eshragh
Kristina Finch
Jennifer Flowers
Jessica Galecka
Graham Gardner
Anna Gnedziejko
Androni Henry
Carlene Hong
Kristin Jackson
Jami Jones
Jill Kahn
Kawasaki Motor Corp., U.S.A.
David and Molly Keep
Sara Kerai
Sarah Ketchum
Amanda Kill
Alison Klocker
Marcia and Chuck Logie
Hillary Loomis-King
Magna Mirrors of America
Cathy and Jack Marshall
Gigi Mathews
Gelita Maxwell
Kathy Menno
Mercantile Bank of Michigan
Marcia Meyer
Miller Johnson Attorneys
Hannah Nagorski
Thomas and Kelly Olive
Chad Pardo
Mark Regal
Clare Reynolds
Mark Roof
Paul and Amanda Roslyn
Robert and Kirie Roth
Caroline Ruddell
Alexa and Jay Schwab

BUILDING HEALTHY FUTURES
Susan Barthold
Kenneth Beachler
Angela Bigelow
Bev Cassidy
Ellen Chamberlin and Charlie Gallmeyer
Barb Chiles
Inguna and Hugh Fauser
Jennifer Felt
Suzy Southwick Gill
William and Diane Hollister
Hilary Hunt
Jack Kassel
Frank Knox
Kathleen Lammers
Maryann Last
Judith Little
Bruce Maguire
Ardis and James Pearce
Sue Postorney
Deb Posthumus and Mark Posthumus DDS
Nicole and John Rohde
Robert and Kirie Roth
David Taliiferro
Terry and Joann Turk
Roger and Becky Tuuk
Jane Vitek
Wendy Walter
Larry and Betsy Willey

ACORN RESERVE FUND
Mindy Arbaugh and Stuart Hirschman
Julie Burwell
Suze Dunlap
Jennifer Flowers
Geoffrey and Beverly Grambau
Kristin Jackson
Jami Jones
Sara Kerai
Sarah Ketchum
Mark and Brook Kraus
Hillary Loomis-King
Kathy Misak and Rod Geers
Chad Pardo
Connie Rankin
Mark Roof
Ann Rubin
Chris Stone
Lynn Thomas
Jean Turner
Jane Vitek
Jennifer Worley
Sara Young

ENDOWMENT FUND
Mindy Arbaugh and Stuart Hirschman
Chad Pardo
Catharine Roeber
Mark Roof
Caroline Ruddell
Rick and Cynthia Sharp
Gary and Gloria Switzer
Bart Thrower
Kimberly Tufnell
Jane Vitek
Mary Whittaker Duncan and Rev. Daniel Duncan
Jennifer Worley
Sara Young

DIRECTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Mindy Arbaugh and Stuart Hirschman
Marianne Boerigter
Barbara and Jonathan Breen
Julie Burwell
Martha Buse’
Jelanie Bush
Bill and Nancy Danhof
Linda Danhof
Robert and Susan Egri
Jennifer Flowers
Graham Gardner
Fran and Don Gibbs
Kurt and Heather Giberson
Sarah Graff
Sharon Haige
Allyson Huiskamp
Pat Johnston and Ted Buxton
Sara Kerai
Colleen and Vince Koperski
Hillary Loomis-King